An Introduction to myPAT eNoteBook
Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world. With these inspirational words of Nelson Mandela FIITJEE invented eNoteBook in
2016. At FIITJEE students will use this eNotebook for the following purpose.
1. eBooks and Study Material – As per the program structure FIITJEE trainers will provide various reading material to students on this eNoteBook.
2. eCultMetamorphosis – Again as per the program structure FIITJEE trainers will provide students assignments for practice at home via this eNoteBook.
Using this state of art technology, FIITJEE trainers can easily monitor completeness and correctness of student’s attempts in these eAssignments a part
of our Cult Metamorphosis training Methodology.
3. Practice Tests – Major competitive Examinations like JEE Main and Advanced, AIIMS, Jipmeretc are conducted online. More and more competitive
examinations are turning online. Keeping pace with these completive exams Practice tests in FIITJEE Program are conducted on line on this eNoteBook.
4. Communicate – Using this eNotebook, students can send their problems and grievances to FIITJEE Trainers time to time.
5. Time Table, Class Attendance, students performance reports are all available to students and parents via this eNoteBook.
Using this eNoteBook FIITJEE trainers will ensure students master all the concepts in a step by step rise from Board level to JEE Main and to JEE Advanced or Boards
to NEET and to AIIMS and JIPMERand beyond. We call our unique and result oriented training methodology as Cult Metamorphosis.
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Components of eNoteBook
1. Secure and Locked Tablet Devise
Internet is full of Both Good and bad things. While developing eNoteBook due attention has been given to protect our students from the bad things of internet.
While the students will be having an internet connected Tab in hand, it will connect to only to Cult Metamorphosis Applications and other FIITJEE
content. Social media like face Book, Whats App internet browsing will remain disabled on the Tab.
2. Regular Info like Time Table, circulars etc
This Tab ensures no critical info is missed out. Schedule of classes, Circulars to students and parents all at one place. Not only this, an on Tab reservation utility for
focused group discussions.
3. Test Performance, View and Challenge answer keys.
Concept wise analysis of your offline tests, If you have a doubt in the answer key challenge it on the Tab and get the reply to your doubt directly from the paper
author.
4. Discussion with your Teachers
Got stuck in something and unable to raise your doubt in the class. Let your Teacher know about it through the Tab. You can also interact with the Course
Coordinator. Residential program students can exchange messages to their parents as well.
5. Parent Monitored Assignment Tests
Once the students feels on the basis of learning from the class that he/she has crossed the CBSE level of understanding in a Topic, can attempt an online assignment
test on CBSE level at home under the supervision of parents. 2 levels of CBSE, 2 levels of JEE Main and 2 levels of JEE Advanced. Level by Level student
can see himself / herself going up in each concept / topic. Not only this, taking the advantage of the technology, teach also knows what a student is
doing right and what wrong. Accordingly, teacher will tune his / her lectures.
6. Instant Analysis of other Class Tests
Unlike in an OMR based tests where it takes 4/5 days to compile the result, an online test on the Tab will give out the analysis almost instantaneously. This enable
immediate analysis and doubt removal of test writing students.
To get a virtual feel of how all this works on a Tiny Tab visit www.fiitjee.com/cultmetamorphosis4all

Few Administrative FAQs
What are the advantages of eNoteBook? Why the same advantages can’t be achieved without a Tablet?
eNoteBook tracks the completion / correctness of each student’s assignments. Tracking accuracy of these assignments manually is a herculean / impossible task.
eNoteBookwill allow both teacher and student to understand the weaker areas and provides an opportunity to take corrective actions.
Not only this, Class tests that are currently conducted on OMRs which tasks multiple days to get evaluated. Thanks to eCult Metamorphosis that from now on
Class tests will give much required analysis for improvement almost instantaneously.
What is Edfora and what is their Role in this project.
Edfora info tech Pvt Ltd is a technology Company operating in the field of Education. FIITJEE has tied up with Edfora to provide Technology solutions to desiring
FIITJEE students.

Is it compulsory that we buy this Tablet? Can’t we continue without it?
Yes, the academic curriculum of FIITJEE demands this Tabfor Solving FIITJEE assignments and taking online tests within Classes. A student without the tablet will
be deprived of online assignments / Tests.
Who will be responsible for the safekeeping of the Tablet computer? What if there is a fault in the Tablet Computer?
Student / Parent will be sole responsible for the safety of the Tablet computer at home / at FIITJEE / or in school. Please refer to Edfora Order Form for more
details
Do we need to buy any other accessory or Sim Card?
Yes. You need to provide Student a prepaid / postpaid 3G/4G Data Sim. A Safe Case for the Tablet and Screen Guard is also recommended.
Are these tablets for all students studying in FIITJEE? Will there be any training / Demo for this portal?
Yes, but only for students of class IX, X, XI XII and XII Pass. For class XII students, the review program will be completely based on this Tab.
Does the student have to carry this tablet to the school every day? What if the Tablet gets discharged and needs to be charged during the class / test?
Yes. It is required to be brought to the FIITJEE classes every day. This tablet has sufficient battery to last for one full working day but if this is brought for classes in
an uncharged / partially charged situation, there may be a problem. Either the student has to ensure that he / she charges the tablet to full on the days of Tests
and assignments or keep an extra charged power bank.
What is MDM and is it necessary to buy from a particular agency.
MDM stands for Mobile device management. This is a software application provided directly through Tab Manufacturer or their associates. Using this software
one can control the Tab devices remotely. For what purpose the Tab is used, Apps and content management is routed through MDM. We have appointed Edfora
Info tech to manage these IT services on a highly discounted rates for you.
We already have another Tablet. Is it necessary to buy this one? Can’t we use the existing one. If yes, what is the process.
Kindly Follow the Following steps.
1. You can use the existing one provided it is among the Tabs where the third party MDM and our Apps have already been tested. Currently following Tab
Models are Compatible to our MDM and applications. 1. Samsung Tab T595 2. Samsung Tab T515. If you are buying a new Tab, we strongly recommend
that you buy one out of these 2 models.
2. In case you have any other Tab which is with a 3G/4G Sim card and 10.1 inch or above, we don’t want you to waste your hard earned money and we’ll
test your existing Tab if third party MDM can be installed in this Tab or not. By providing us such a Tab for installation, you agree that in case at the
time of installation or at a later stage there are compatibility issues, you’ll arrange one of the Tab listed above. You also agree that due to this
compatibility issue if your ward looses academic interests, FIITJEE or Edfora will not be responsible.
3. You need to pay MDM Charges and installation charges to Edfora in Such case. Please refer to Edfora Order Form for pricing and other details.
4. Make the payment as per Edfora Order Form. Visit www.fiitjee.com/neft to check the status
Finally, I have decided to go ahead with Edfora services. What is the Enrollment Process?
1. Obtain an Edfora Order Form and select a Package as per your eligibility and choice.
2. Transfer the package price to Edfora’s account through NEFT/IMPS as per the A/C Number written on their Order Form and your Hall ticket.
3. Approach your study center and submit the order Form. After a few days of receiving your order Form, you’ll be called for installation and goal setting
exercise and will consume approx. 4hrs. You need to wait there itself during this installation time. Please also note that all the existing Data / apps /
Settings etc will be deleted from the Tab. If you have any important content, kindly take a backup before handing over the Tab to Edfora Officer.
Is it possible to resale the Tab or can we buy a Tab already used by an earlier FIITJEE student?
Yes it is possible but there are following conditions.
1. In Order to help students Recycle Their Tabs and save their parents Heard earned money, FIITJEE adopts the following Tab Recycling Policy.
2. Tabs less than 6 months old will be recycled for 75% of the original Tab Price. Installation charges on such Tabs will attract 50% waiver. All FIITJEE
program students can buy such Tabs. The waiver will be applicable only for Tabs recycled through and listed on FIITJEE’s portal. Tabs directly obtained
from another students will not carry any waiver.
3. Tabs less than 1 year old but more than 6 months old will be recycled for 50% of the Original Tab Price. Students joining a program of Max 2 years of
Duration will be allowed to Recycle the Tabs. Installation charges on such Tabs will attract 50% waiver. The waiver will be applicable only for Tabs
recycled through and listed on FIITJEE’s portal. Tabs directly obtained from another students will not carry any waiver.
4. Tabs less than 2 year old but more than 1 year old will be recycled for 33% of the Original Tab Price. Students joining a program of Max 1 years of
Duration will be allowed to Recycle such Tabs.
5. Only those Tabs that are free from any physical damage, visible scratches and never repaired for any out of warranty faults will be allowed to be
recycled.
6. Students who are willing to sell their Tabs will login to www.fiitjeelogin.com and will fill out an online request Form. Such requests can be filled only
after the Course is completely over in all respects. In between dropout students will not be allowed to resell their Tabs.
7. Students who are willing to buy a recycled Tab will first pay the MDM charges and subsequently they will be connected to a max of 3 prospective sellers.
FIITJEE’s role will be limited to connecting buyers and sellers. FIITJEE in no way assume any responsibility for any type of fault / damage etc. Buyers are
advised to check the Tab completely on their own and buy it on their own risk. Buyer has to personally visit the seller for inspection, purchase, payments
etc. As FIITJEE or Edfora are not involved in this sale in any way, no invoice or certificate will be issued.
8. After buying a recycled tab, student can pay the balance installation Charges and get his/her Tab activated. In case the buyer decides to buy a new Tab
instead of the recycled one, the same can be done.
Why Tab. Why not a Laptop or iPAD
Majority Laptops wouldn’t last full day without charging. Availability of sufficient power sockets for all students in a classroom is a challenge. It is possible to keep
the laptop in sleep mode however it still consume battery. Wake up from sleep mode also takes some booting time. It is not easy to carry laptop in a school Bag.
Further if student need to refer to the Content, while standing in a group with the teacher, it is not easy. There are chances it may fall down. iPad on other hand
is more expensive, thus an android Tab is the best econo-ease option to choose.
Why Installation charges being levied. Why user can’t be given copy of software along with the installation instructions.
It is not just one-time installation. While the course progress, an engineer will be available at site to handle any installation or configuration related activities. A
team of engineers also works at control center to make Tab in working order, uploading new assignments, applications, configurations, updating etc. Installation
charges support the continuity of these services and other administrative expenses etc. MDM License Fee is paid to MDM providers and their base costing can be
viewed at their websites as mentioned on the order Form.
For any further clarification, Contact your FIITJEE Study Centre. Please sign this FAQ sheet as a token to your acceptance to various explanations given in the Form
of FAQ.
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Order Form (20.9)

Name of the Student:

Enrollment Number:

_

Study Centre and Batch Code:

Mobile Number:

_

Please select a Package from the following Options

Class
presently
Studying
in
(AY 201920)

VIII
IX
X

XI

XII

VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

VIII
IX
X
XI
XII

Edfora
Mobile Device
Management
Services at a
special price of
Rs.950 PA

TAB DETAILS

Samsung Tab A 10.5 (T595)

Imported
Chinese
Safety Case
(No
Warranty)
Special
Price

2 AY
Year
BackUp
Supp
ort
(Refer
Detail
s)

Sta
nda
rd
Inst
alla
tion

Spe
cial
Disc
oun
ted
Pac
kag
e
Pric
e

GST
@
18
%

Amount
Payable

Packa
ge
Code

Wi Fi + 4G

2 Yrs Upfront,
2 Yrs PDC

29442/
-

5299/-

Connectivity

32499/- (Upfront)
2242/- (PDC)

1644

Screen Size
Storage

10.5 inch
32 GB

1 Yrs Upfront,
2 Yrs PDC

28492/
-

5128/-

31378/- (Upfront)
2242/- (PDC)

1645

27542/
-

4957/-

32499/-

1646

1 Year Upfront

26592/
-

4786/-

31378/-

1647

1 Year Upfront

26592/
-

4786/-

31378/-

1648

2 Yrs Upfront,
2 Yrs PDC

24242/
-

4364/-

1 Yrs Upfront,
2 Yrs PDC

23292/
-

4193/-

25243/- (Upfront)
2242/- (PDC)

1640

22342/
-

4022/-

26364/-

1641

1 Year Upfront

21392/
-

3851/-

25243/-

1642

1 Year Upfront

21392/
-

3851/-

25243/-

1643

2 Yrs Upfront,
2 Yrs PDC

7300/-

1314/-

6372/- (Upfront)
2242/- (PDC)

1649

1 Yr Upfront,
2 Yrs PDC

6350/-

1143/-

5251/- (Upfront)
2242/- (PDC)

1650

5400/-

972/-

6372/-

1651

1 Year Upfront

4450/-

801/-

5251/-

1652

1 Year Upfront

4450/-

801/-

5251/-

1653

Battery

7300 mAh

Memory

3 GB

Processor

Qualcomm
Snapdragon 450
Octa Core

2 Years Upfront

Display
Full HD
MRP
27966+Tax
Included At a special price of
Rs 24992/-+ Tax
Samsung Tab A 10.1 (T515)
Connectivity

Wi Fi + 4G

Screen Size

10.1 inch

Storage

32 GB

Battery

6150mAh

Memory

2 Years Upfront

2 GB

Octa-core
Processor
Display
Full HD
MRP
Included At a special price of
Rs 16492/-+ Tax

I’ll Bring my own Tab and will get it
activated within 15 days of
Enrollment / 15 days prior to course
commencement whichever is earlier.

(Please select the Tab you’ll bring)
1. Samsung Tab A – T595
2. Samsung Tab A – T515

2 Years Upfront

All are 10 inch+ Android Tabs with
SIM. No other Tab Model will be
accepted. (Please refer We
already have another Tablet FAQ
for more details. )

Rs.650/- +
Tax

Rs.450/- +
Tax

NA

Complementary

Compl
ement
ary

NA

3500/- +
Tax

3500/+Tax

26364/- Upfront)
2242/- (PDC)

1639

This order Form is Valid till 31st July 2020. These are special rates for Students Enrolled / getting enrolled in FIITJEE.

“Please note that there is likely to be delay in deliveries of TABs (from the mentioned timelines in Order form) due
to the “CORONA VIRUS” effects on business production globally and custom clearance in India”.
Code of the Package chosen by You
____Special Package Cost
____UTR No/Txn No of the Payment Made
_
PDC Date : 10th September 2021 (For Class IX) / 10th September 2020 (For Class X). Bank Name:__________________________Cheque No:________________
Please confirm the availability of stock from the store before making the payment
How to Pay the Tab Fee
NEFT

:

UPI
Credit Card / Debit Card
Cash Deposit in Any Axis Bank Branch

:
:
:

Please visit neft.edfora.net or your Study Centre to Obtain your Unique A/C No. for Online Transfer. Never use
account numbers issued to other students.
Please visit your Study Centre and scan our UPI QR Code in any UPI App
Please visit neft.edfora.net (Approx. 1.5 % or above payment Gateway Fee Applicable)
Please visit neft.edfora.net or your Study Centre to Obtain Deposit Challan (Rs 50 bank Charges applicable)

Amount once received will not be refunded under any circumstances nor will be adjusted towards any other student. Once the amount is credited to Edfora’s account, you ‘ll receive an
SMS confirmation. In case you do not receive the transfer intimation from Edfora, visit neft.edfora.net and check the status of your NEFT payment. Transfer the amount exactly as special
Package Cost. Never split the amount in multiple NEFTs. IMPS payments takes approx. 1hr for credit into our database. Edfora has an exclusive arrangement with FIITJEE to provide Tabs
and other education software

About The Tab: You would be given a company sealed Tablet with no inbuilt / preinstalled App / Software / Content. Please refuse to accept the Tab if the seal is tempered with. The
Tablet computer will be covered under warranty terms of the manufacturer and directly by the manufacturer. In case you wish to use your own Tab and wish to avail only MDM services
of Edfora, please ensure that your Tab matches to the minimum configuration requirement.
About MDM: MDM Stands for Mobile Device Management. For this purpose, a special application will be installed by Edfora and all unwanted features and apps will be disabled in The
Tab so that the Tab can be used only for the academic purpose. Once your FIITJEE Course is complete, the restrictions will be removed. MDM or Devise management should not be
confused with hardware or software maintenance. It is just about remotely controlling the devise and control what programs and apps will work on the Tab. In this regard Edfora will
follow instructions as given by FIITJEE and student / parent will have no say in what to allow and what not. Duration of MDM is calculated in full years as per the duration of FIITJEE Course
Fee. By paying for the MDM amount you agree to devise management policy as stated above. Visit www.42gears.com and www.samsungknox.com for details of our MDM software
partners.
About The Safety Case: The Tab safety case is an imported Chinese case and carries no warranty. If it gets damaged, you need to buy a new one at your own cost. Student’s name will be
printed on the Tab Case and will be exactly same as Printed on the Fee Acknowledgement / Enrollment Report. Students are advised to cross verify the same as no name correction
requests will be entertained at a later stage. At times the delivery of cases gets delayed due to delay in procurement and printing.
About Additional Support: The basic aim of Additional services is to save student from running around to Manufacturer and loose academic interests while the Tab is under repair. In
case a defect is reported to Edfora in the Tab within 3 days of its delivery, the Tab will be replaced with a New One. If a defect is reported after that which is covered under warranty,
Edfora will provide a Backup tab (Same or any other Model as per availability) and will get it repaired from the manufacturer’s service station. If a defect is reported during first 2 Academic
years of the Curriculum, and after the expiry of the warranty, Edfora will provide an immediate back up (Same or any othe r Model as per availability). Edfora will get your Tab repaired
from the service Centre and you need to pay just the servicing cost as charged by the service center. In case of any physical damage to the Tab like broken screen or body or water logging
etc., your Tab will be replaced with a backup Tab for a price of Just 30% of the Tab Special price mentioned here. All Back up Ta bs will be used and repaired ones and may be of same /
different / lower configuration. In nutshell student will virtually have uninterrupted academic delivery on the Tab for the 2 academic Years without having to pay anything except in cases
where there is a mishandling or a fault comes after the warranty period.
About Installation Charges: Standard Installation charges are Rs 3500/- (+ 18% GST). installation is done complementary/at discount for students who are buying the Tab through Edfora.
Students who are arranging the Tabs from outside will be charged standard installation Charges as mentioned. In case a reinstallation is required in the same Tab due to any fault in the
Tab which is repaired through Edfora or Manufacturer or in the back up Tab provided by Edfora, the same will be done free of cost however if the student wishes to change the Tab
installation charges will be charged again. Students and parents are strictly advised not to get the Tab serviced / repaired at non authorized service station. In case reinstallation is
required due to a reason like repair at non Authorized service center, or fleshing the Tab with Non genuine OS or Factory resetting the Tab, or playing / tempering with the MDM
application, Reinstallation charges will be Rs 6000/- plus applicable Taxes.
Declaration by the student and parent...
1. We are requesting Edfora to buy the above mentioned Tablet from manufacturer and understand it very clearly that the responsibility of Edfora will be limited to delivering a sealed
and undamaged Original box of Samsung Tablet Computer and for issuing a Valid VAT Invoice. The device is covered under warranty by manufacturer for one Year. In the unlikely
event if the scheme fails for any reason, Edfora reserve the right to cancel this scheme and return your payments without any interest or further obligation.
2.

We authorize Edfora to disable all auxiliary services including but not limited to Camera, Calling, messaging, Internet access, Games, Apps Download, Social Media etc that are not
required for the academic purpose or as per the instructions from FIITJEE. Internet access will be enabled only to the portals approved by FIITJEE and required to be referred for the
purpose of FIITJEE Program. These blockings will be removed once the duration of the MDM Software expires and course comes to an end.

3.

I also agree to provide one postpaid / Pre Paid 3G/4G data Sim to my ward with sufficient monthly data limit at my own cost. Accessories like Power Bank, Screen G uard, and Safe
Cover etc will also be procured by us at our own cost. We also declare that Neither FIITJEE nor Edfora has charged us any money extra over and above the Course Fee of the FIITJEE
Program, Cost of this Tablet package.

4.

The shelf life of this tablet is 2/3 Years. Students presently in class IX/X may need to buy an upgraded Tablet during the course of the program at FIITJEE on the need basis. We’ll be
responsible on our own for the safekeeping of the Tablet Computer at Home, School and FIITJEE etc. Neither FIITJEE nor Edfora or School will be responsible for any loss / damage
/ theft of the Tablet Computer. In such an event we’ll be liable to replace it at our own cost or as per additional services availed by us from Edfora.

5.

The order once placed can’t be cancelled or modified for any reason. The money paid is nonrefundable. The delivery of the Tab let will be after 4/6 weeks from the last Date of the
payment. There is no preference of the color available. Tab will be issued subject to color available in stock.

6.

All the existing Data / apps / Settings etc. will be deleted from the Tab wherever the application is installed in an existing Tab. If you have any important content, kindly take a backup
before handing over the Tab to Edfora Officer. In case I leave the Program or Exit as per Exit policy, Tab Amount or the MDM Amount etc will not be refunded / adjusted.

7.

Any dispute regarding this can be vested in the courts of Delhi / New Delhi Only.

Terms of the use of Electronic Devices/Tabs inside Classrooms / Campus of FIITJEE or schools as Communicated by FIITJEE.
1.

Use of any type of Mobile Phone is strictly prohibited inside FIITJEE / Associate school Campus. If the student is found using a mobile phone while in campus, the mobile phone will
be confiscated and will be returned only to the parent against a fine of Rs 5000/-. During this confiscation period, FIITJEE / school will not be responsible for any damage to the
mobile phone.

2.

Only such Tablets computers which are controlled by the designated agency of FIITJEE where use of internet, Camera etc are blocked and Tab is usable only for Assignments and
Tests are allowed to be used in FIITJEE / school Campus. As of Now M/S Edfora Infotech Pvt Ltd is designated to control the Student Tabs.

3.

Students are strictly advised not to play with the security and lock mechanism of the Tabs Supplied / Controlled by Edfora. If any student is found with the with the security lock
broken in the Tab, the same will be confiscated and will be returned only to the parent against a fine of Rs 5000/-. During this confiscation period, FIITJEE / school will not be
responsible for any damage to the mobile phone. On such Tabs Edfora will Charge a reinstallation cost of Rs 6000/- Plus tax.

4.

Whenever you are paying a fine or reinstallation charges, please make sure the same is paid by Cheque / DD / NEFT only. FIITJEE will not be responsible for any cash payment to any
officer. Please also collect a computer printed receipt / invoice for every payment.

5.

If you have any technical issue while your course is in progress, please contact the Edfora representative in your Centre. Th e contact details can be obtained from our website
ecm.edfora.net Never try to repair the Tab on your own or through unauthorized service station.

6.

We recommend that you use a school Bag where Tab can be locked. If your tab is lost / stolen / damaged while you are in FIITJEE / School campus or outside, neither FIITJEE nor
Edfora or school will be responsible for the same. Parents need to provide student a SIM card with 3G/4G data plan at their o wn cost. WiFi can be used wherever available. FIITJEE
will not provide wifi or any other back up plans for accessing internet during the usage of your TAB in school/ office premises, especially during TAB based exams. Hence students
shall take enough care to have sufficient balance in your data plans. We also recommend you to provide a good quality Power Bank to students as a back up.

7.

Students are advised not to use or play with the Tab of the other student. If any student is found doing so, the same will be referred to the disciplinary committee for strict action.
Whenever you have an online Exam in the school, make sure you charge the Tab to 100%. Charging points will not be provided in FIITJEE / school campus. Neither FIITJEE, Nor Edfora
or School will be responsible for any damage or loss of device in any manner.

Signature of the Student
Signature of the Parent / Legal guardian (Please sign on both the pages)
Date:
Date:
Place:
Place:
For Office Use:
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------Name of the officer who is processing this Form
Employee Code
Signature

